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Presenter

• Katrina Callaway, Director Equity, Diversity, 
and Inclusion (504 and Title IX Coordinator)

• Dwight Harvey, Equity and Community 
Coordination Administrator



Meeting 
Purpose

Help build a better understand the 504 process 
Ensure information is provided regarding 504 
Compliance
Identify key aspects of the process
Review the difference between 504s and IEPS 
and Medical Plans
Overview of documentation and next steps



Legal 
References

• Ensures that a child with a disability has equal access 
to educational opportunities provided to their non-
disabled peers.

• Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act
• Link to 504 Facts sheet from OCR

• Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and Amendments
• Link to information

https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/ocr/civilrights/resources/factsheets/504.pdf
https://www.eeoc.gov/statutes/americans-disabilities-act-amendments-act-2008


Legal 
References 
Continued

• Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act 
(IDEA)

• Ink to webpage with information and regular updates
• California Education Code and Title 5 Regulations
• Elementary/Secondary Improvement Act (1965)
• Title VI and Title IX

• Link for Title IX
• Link for Title VI

• Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA)
• Link to FERPA

• OCR/OSEP Guidance
• OSEP Link
• OCR Link

https://sites.ed.gov/idea/
https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/docs/tix_dis.html
https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/docs/hq43e4.html
https://www2.ed.gov/policy/gen/guid/fpco/ferpa/index.html
https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/osers/osep/index.html
https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/index.html


Section 504 Regulation subparts

Subpart A-General Provisions

Subpart B-Employment Practices

Subpart C-Accessibility

Subpart D-Preschool, Elementary, and Secondary Education

Subpart E-Postsecondary Education

Subpart F-Health, Welfare, and Social Services

Subpart G-Procedures



What is a 504?

How does it 
apply to schools? 

Why is it 
important?

• Section 504 subpart D Regulations 
helps provides guidance on how the 
law and regulations apply to 
schools.

• Section 504 is a civil rights law that 
focuses on discrimination based on 
disability.

• Section 504 is important because it 
provides guidance on removing 
barriers and enabling students to 
continue to learn in a least 
restrictive environment with their 
peers.



Child Find

• Public schools 
must
Look for
Find
Evaluate



Students who May need to be offered a 504

Any student who was 
evaluated for an IEP but did 

not qualify

Students with a diagnosed or 
suspected physical or mental 

impairment that 
substantially limits a major life 

activity.

Students struggling 
academically

Students with behavioral 
challenges.

Students who are not 
connecting, socially 

withdrawn or have exhibited 
a change in behavior or mood

Students with a health care 
plan.

When a student is 
significantly impacted by 

trauma or a family members 
is and that is contributing to 

disruptions or behavioral 
concerns for the student.

*Example: The Military 
Interstate Children's Compact



EXAMPLES OF MAJOR LIFE ACTIVITIES INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO

Walking Breathing

Reading Thinking

Reaching, kneeling, lifting, sitting Concentration

Communicating Learning/Writing

Hearing Eating

Performing physical or academic tasks Interpersonal interactions

Sleeping Operation of bodily functions

Mental Health Standing



A 504 should be offered for students whose physical or mental impairment 
substantially limits their opportunity to access one or more of these areas:

Physical

Social Emotional

Academic

*The goal is always the least restrictive environment



Students With Impairments

504
Impairment substantially 
limits daily life activity

Student has one of 13 
identified disabilities = 

IDEA = IEP



504 Vs IEP
504 IEP

Law Focus Civil Rights Special Education

Qualifying 
Factors

Physical or mental impairment that substantially 
impacts one or more major life activities.

Eligibility with one of 13 qualifying 
disability categories and need special 
education and related services as a result 
of the disability.

Age Elementary and Secondary School Students 3 to 21

Federal 
Monies

None Provided for implementation, compliance is 
mandated because District receives federal money

Federal funding provided

Services 
Provided

General or special education and related aids and 
services

Special education and related aids and 
services.

Dispute 
Rights

Grievance process includes a hearing with an 
impartial hearing officer, OCR compliant and 
lawsuit.

Due Process hearing before OAH and CDE 
compliance complaint process.



Medical Plans vs 504 

• Medical Plan outlines the course of action to mitigate a medical 
situation, emergency, or provide daily care to a student.

• 504 plans identify accommodations and steps to ensure a student 
receives FAPE and has access and opportunity.

• OCR has determined that a Medical/Health Care Plan is insufficient if a 
student is eligible for a 504 plan.

• According to OCR most students on health plans also need to be on 504 
plans



Who can 
complete a 
referral?

Parent

School staff (administrator, 
counselor, teacher)

Any person who has knowledge of 
a potential concern that may lead 
to a 504



Notice of Evaluation
A notice of evaluation should 

be provided to parents in 
written format.



SST Process and 504s

• In most cases a Student Study 
Team or SST should be conducted 
prior to a 504. However, there are 
some exceptions.

• SST process can be used to address 
a referral for a 504 plan and should 
be held quickly as to not delay 
responding to the evaluation 
request.



Gathering 
Information and 
Documentation 

Must evaluate prior to initial meeting.

A 504 can include a formal assessment, but 
it is not required.

“evaluation” needs to be enough to provide 
information to determine the existence of a 
disability/impairment under Section 504.



Forms of evaluation include but are not limited to
Some forms of evaluation include but are not limited to:

Meeting (anecdotal information)

student observation

medical/mental health professional diagnosis or input

Testing

Academic history and information

Parent input 



Data Evaluation 
Reminders

• Step 1:
 Information is drawn from a variety of sources, including 

aptitude/achievement, teacher recommendations, physical condition, 
social or cultural background, adaptive behavior.

• Step 2:
Consider or discuss the information gathered.

• Step 3:
Clearly outlined and document data/evaluation sources in 504 

paperwork.

Other Reminders:
 Placement decisions must be made by a group…Not an individual.
 *A medical diagnosis is great but other sources of data and evaluation 

are required.
 *A medical diagnosis alone does not qualify for a 504
 *Parents are not required to provide certain data or information
 Districts obligation to evaluate and cannot shift burden of cost to parents



Team Members

• School 504 Coordinator
• Administrator
• Counselor
• Parent 
• Teacher
• School Nurse
• Psychologist/other special education staff
• Student
• School social worker or other site staff 

who may be participating in providing 
services if the student qualifies. 



Who Qualifies 
for a 504 Plan?

Students who have a physical or 
mental impairmetn that 
substantially limits one or more 
life activities.

It is important to note that 504 
has a wider definition of 
disability than IDEA. 



Common Mistakes

• Excluding students who get good 
grades and are academically 
successful

• Not offering a 504 to students with 
a temporary, seasonal, or episodic 
disability or impairment.

• Excluding students with mental 
health conditions

• Not including students who may 
have PTSD/Trauma



504 Timelines

• Evaluation must be completed, 
eligibility determined, rights 
provided within 60 CALENDAR 
days from signed evaluation 
consent.



Eligibility 
Criteria 

• Does the student have a physical or mental 
impairment that substantially limits one or 
more major life activities?



Categories of 
Accommodations 

Environmental

Organizational

Behavioral

Presentation

Methodology

Curriculum 



Before the Meeting
• Contact parents/guardians and explain the 

purpose of the meeting.

• Schedule the meeting with all participants.

• Send meeting notice reminder to parents 
and provide a copy of procedural 
saf3guards.

• Obtain all pertinent evaluation data and 
information needed.

• Develop meeting agenda.

• Arrange for any necessary meeting needs 
such as interpretations or other 
accommodations.

• Complete portions of the Section 504 
Eligibility Determination Report that can be 
completed before the meeting.

*In some cases a staffing may be needed 
prior to the meting being held.



Meeting 
Agenda

Introductions and Procedural Safeguards

Reiterate the Purpose of Meeting

Share student strengths

Review evaluation information

Identify areas of concern

Required criteria for 504 eligibility

Determination of 504 Eligibility

Identify Accommodations/Services (if eligible)

Signatures



After the 
Meeting Plan 
Communication 
and 
Implementation

Ensure a clear process in place to communicate plan 
to all staff who need to be aware of it.

Annual staff trainings around 504s and legal 
compliance

Safeguards and monitoring to ensure plan 
implementation.

Always do what you said. Do not make oral changes 
to a written signed plan.

A copy of the plan should always be included in a 
student cumulative file.

Ensure the signed documents are scanned and 
included in student documents in Aeries.



Plan Review 

Must be reviewed every 3 years

Best practice is to review annually

Any time there are changes to existing condition 

Upon parent or 504 team member request

When a schedule change occurs or change of placement

School/District transfer



Exiting a student 
from a 504 Plan
• Student is no longer 

disabled or impairment no 
longer impacting daily life 
functions.

• No longer requires any 
special accommodations.

• An evaluation must be 
made.

Requires an official exit 
meeting and team decision



Procedural Safeguards and Grievance Process 

Every district is required to have an outlined grievance process.

Procedural safeguards are presented to the parent.

Once referred, protections exist throughout the process not only once 
eligible.

Important parts to the process include notice, consent, team meetings, 
manifestation determinations, due process hearings, etc.

Procedural safeguards begin upon referral (not upon a meeting)



Manifestations 
• 10 culmulative days of removal.
• Once a student is suspended ofr a total of 10 

days in a school year, it triggers the protections 
and manifestiation determination process.

• A manifestation determination must be 
conducted if a student has had more than 10 
school days of disciplinary removal in a school 
year. 



• Section 504 requires school 
districts to protect students 
from disability harassment 
that creates a hostile 
environment and interfering 
or denying a student the 
benefits of an educational 
program.

• Students who are protected 
are not only students with an 
actual impairment, but also 
students who are perceived 
(or regarded as) or has a 
record of an impairment.

• This may arise in allegations 
of bullying and requires 
prompt and/or effective 
action to end the 
harassment, prevent it from 
recurring and remedy the 
effects of the harassment.



Record Retention 

Students moved out of district ensure 
files are transferred and retain records 

for 3 years after transfer

Received a request for a 504 send the 
plan separately like an IEP

Maintain 504 plan records in 
cumulative file for 3 years after 

graduation



Next Steps
Frontline 504 Platform

• One location
• User Friendly
• Creates and populates all necessary documents with no template needed.
• Legally compliant and updates with legal changes automatically
• Allows for e-signature
• Medical Plans in the same location
• Great dashboard to pull reports and identify update deadlines
• Auto updates students form Aeries nightly



Timeline
Virtual Training will 
be scheduled for the 
beginning of 
November.
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